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VOL. VIII.

M O R E IN T E R E S T !V A R S IT Y B A N D
IN U N IVERSITY!
MANY VISIT EXHIBIT AT

IS O R G A N IZE D

MON- |PLAN TO PLAY AT ALL STUDENT

TANA STATE FAIR.

I

FUNCTIONS.

REPUTATION SPREADS.! HAS TWELVE MEMBERS
People of State Beginning to Realize j Ten of the Twelve Men Are New in
That University is Theirs— Exhibit
Well Received.

the University—Wilson is
I

and Cornetist.

Leader

GET BEHIND.
Are you behind the football
team? Do you want to see the
Bruins win the championship of
the state and make a showing in
northwest
football?
Everybody
wants to see the team make a
good showing. How many are
ready to help the team win? To
help win Ctoes not mean that the
student has to don a suit every
night and have his head smashed
into the ground regularly.
That is what the football men
are doing to win the champion
ship of the state. That is what
they are doing for their university.
And what are you doing? Noth
ing? Do you go out every night
to encourage the men with your
presence? Do you yell for the
man that makes a good play? Do
you give the team a few yells as
they pummel each other? Do you
try to get the fight into them?
Have you the fighting spirit the
football men have?
Can you sacrifice twenty min
utes every evening to go out on
the field to let the men know- that
you want them to win; to _ let
them know that win or lose you
are still behind them?
Saturday the Bruins play the
First game. We are all going to
be there to let them know that
we are behind them to the end. We
want them to fight but we are
going to fight with them. We are
going to be there at the psycholog
ical moment with the big noise.
We are going to be behind that
team and we are going to win.
That is the only spirit worthy of
the new Montana.

NO. 3

P A T SH E E D Y

BIG F E T E O N

JUNIOR P R E X
ESTHER

BIRELY CHOSEN

F O R T O N IG H T

VICE STUDENTS

PRESIDENT.

CHOICES ARE GOOD.

|BAND LEADS

PARADE.

Three Cornered Race for Treasurer- Dornblaser and Football Men to Run
ship Results in Victory for Carl I Through Signals and Indulge in
Glick—Twenty-four Voters.
Comedy— Want Big Serpentine.

The band which .several students j
John “Pat”
Sheedy was chosen
began to organize last week, is look- |
president of the class of 1914 on the
ing more like a sure thing. Four- j
second ballot. He was opposed for
teen men, who have played in bands
the honor by Stuart Nicholson. Each
have beep found in the institution, i
polled twelve votes on the first ballot
Several of these are above the amat
eur class and are so well distributed
but in the second Sheedy managed
through the instrumentation that the I
to get another vote and won.
When the second ballot was an
band as a whole will be able to swing ;
nounced several members jumped to
right along. Most of the men have j
their feet and expressed the belief
their own instruments and the rest i
that the retiring president George
have been equipped with the rem- :
Armitage should not have a vote save
nants of the Varsity outfit of several !
in place of a tie. It was shown, how
years ago. Some music has been j
ever, that in voting Armitage was
secured and will do for a while, but 1
strictly within the bounds
of his
more will be needed as practicing
rights.
goes on. It is hoped by the members
that they will soon be in shape to |
Birely Vico President.
play for some of the A. S. U. M. [
Miss E. Birely was unopposed for
dances. W hat revenue may be ob
the vice-presidency and was elected
tained in this way will keep the band i
by acclamation.
Miss Bess Wilde
in music and other necessary sup
Much Literature.
plies.
Plenty of literature of all kinds was
Ten New Men.
distributed here and there over the
Every year since the band, under I
counters;
Kaimins, bulletins, and
large quantities of illustrative cards. the leadership of Lou Howard broke
The cards were eagerly sought by the up there has been talk of reorganiz- :
small boys. On the whole the people ing, but never until this fall has it
seemed hesitant about taking copies seemed possible. There has always
o f the papers and bulletins, evidently been a few men in school who could
because of the great flood o f liter play but never enough at any one
ature forced upon the visitors by the time, to warrant the organization of
county booths, the various educational a band. Of the present ten men are
and business exhibits and the ardent new in the university and this has
Professor Thaddeus Lincoln Bolton
\
advocates of Woman’s suffrage, who made possible a band this year.
The possibilities o f a band in the i has accepted the. chair of education
were led by the Misses Rankin of
university are many and will no doubt and psychology at the University of
Missoula.
“ PAT” SHEEDY.
Transparencies.
play an important part in student Montana and will arrive in Missoula
The transparencies which usually life. In the football season a band to assume his new duties early next also had a walkaway with the posi
reside in the basement of the library, can give more spirit to parades, games week.
President E. B. Craighead tion of secretary.
were set up on the counters in front and rallies than any one thing.
made this announcement yesterday at
Fight for Coin Keeper.
At the ice carnivals, high jinx, the official assembly. The sudden
o f the booth, and were the most at
A hot race occured for the treasbasketball games the band will cer resignation of Dr. Book, who went to
tractive feature o f the exhibit.
The collection o f books from the tainly be a prominent feature. Charter Indiana to head the department of urership. Three candidates entered
Carl Glick,
various departments were the subject day and the carnival would have much psychology at the state university the lists. They were
o f notes, by students, looking for the more life and spirit were a student there, left the University of Montana George Klebe and Peter Ronan. On
the
first
ballot
Ronan
was
eliminated
proper basis for reading in these band on the campus. At track meet without a professor in psychology this
from the race. On the second Glick
branches; and the anatomical speci and at baseball games, too it would
fall ana the work of the department walloped his adversary, the vote be
mens, familiar to the students of do its share towards making success
biology, were easily the best draw of the events. The band has come has been at a standstill as a conse ing 13 to 11.
and with proper support and manage quence.
ing cars for the general audience.
Good Choices.
That such a hasty search should
Many prominent visitors called ment will stay.
All the persons elected are persons
during the week, among them being I The members of the band, as now have resulted in the securing of so well fitted for their positions. Sheedy
Governor and Mrs. Edwin Norris. I organized, are Wilson, leader and cor splendid a man as Dr. Bolton is ex has been one of the most active men
Governor Norris expressed great in- |netist; Dehnert, Busha and Hender tremely fortunate. Dr. Bolton is a in college. He is a runner and a pole
terest in the university and in the son, cornets; Long, piccalo; Powell, big man in his field and is one of the vaulter of much ability and a good
Law school, and inquired particularly clarinet; Weidman, alto; Hoel and men starred as a leader by the pub |basketball man.
concerning the conditions prevailing Foss, trombones;
Hunt, baritone; lishers of American Men of Science,
At the present time he is a member
this year on the campus.
Streit, B. bass; Forbes, tuba; Dehn
of the executive committee of the
A good many graduates and students ert snare drum, and Jahr, bass.
(Continued on Page 6.)
Associated students.
also called, and made the university
booth their headquarters during the <
week. High school students. from
Helena. Butte and Gallatin were most
in evidence some frankly enthusiastic |
over the university and others doubt- j
ful of their future actions.
The freshmen are now the supreme |good ten yards. Hooel slipped at t h e , meant that they were slated for a
Ignorance.
cocks o f the lower class walk. They start and nearly fell. His fall killed victory over their rivals. They were
One very surprising thing to the defeated their older foes in the first j the chances for a Sophomore victory almost sure of victory in this event
attendants was the apparent ignor- two events of the regulated class in this event. He made up a few j before the race occurred but they
ance of .a large number of people of fight last Saturday decisively and yards when he recovered his feet but |rejoiced just the same. They knew
the existence of a state university, j without much trouble. The Sopho the lead gained by the speedy Mel- j that the Sophomores would have a
Common expressions on the part of Imores were completely outclassed in choir was too much to be overcome. Ihard time winning the next two
the visitors, when looking at the pic the relay race and in the wrestling
Stanley Runs Pretty.
events.
tures o f Missoula and the university matches. In the tug-of-w ar they put
Owsley Couldn’t Run.
In the second heat occurred the
building, were:
"Oh, that is the |up a game fight and won after the prettiest running of the race. Stanley,
The relay was deprived of a great
university of Missoula,” or "Oh, th a t1laurels of victory had been placed '15, handicapped ten yards by the fall [ deal of interest in the fact that
is that school over at Missoula.”
upon the brow of the youngsters. In of his team mate Hooel, was o ff far “ Punk” Owsley, being a football man.
On the other hand a very encour- j this last event the Sophomores fought in the rear of Thomas, his rival. He was forbidden by the coaches to enter
aging feature of the week was the Iwith the courage of the cornered lion. made a magnificent run. Nearly at any of the events. Many came for the
impression which seems to be finding I They knew that victory for them had the end of the zone he passed the |sole reason of seeing him run against
its way into every part o f the state flown. They hoped, however, that Freshman with a rush and gave his Brown. Owsley was -the Varsity’s
among people who are in touch w ith : they might be able to take the banner team mate Wilson a good lead over star sprinter last year and Brown has
educational conditions, that the uni event o f the day and trail the Fresh Shroeder.
Shroeder
showed good a mark of 10:1 in the hundred. A
versity of Montana is making rapid I man laurels through the slough. Their speed and ran away from Wilson,who race between these two would have
strides in its advancement, that th e 1^iopes were realized,- but the fight started with a good lead. In the last been worth watching.
students are active and enthusiastic j was hard and fierce.
“ Moose” is a Moose.
heat, Jimmy Brown, the speedy little
in its support.
The Relay.
The Freshmen had a complete walk
interscholastic star had no trouble
Interest in the new law school
Shortly after the time appointed with Tope, who was running for the away in the wrestling matches. For
seemed to be especially keen, and the for the clash James Teevan, the offi Sophomores. Brown started with a the first match the Freshman captain
impression was generally . expressed cial referee got the first two men good lead. He increased this lead. trotted out “ Moose” Griffiths, a man
that in its creation the state had on their marks for the relay. Mol- When he breasted the tape, twenty- who is properly named. Against him
taken a much needed step in keeping choir running for the Freshmen, was five yards in front of Tope pandemon the Sophomores sent Brown, their
her students at home instead of send o ff on a good start and beat his op ium had its reign in the Freshman
(Continued on Page 6.)
ing them to eastern institutions.
ponent Hooel to the scratch by a camp. The winning of the relay

The university was represented at
the state fair by an exhibit, cleverly
arranged by Professor Aber, and Pro
fessor Plew. The university booth
this year was enclosed by a frame
work of counters, and divided by par
titions. Outside of the whole booth
and running the full length of it, next
to the ceijing o f the main building,
was a large sign in raised letters,
“ University of Montana." Each com 
partment bore the name of one de
partment in the university, “ The
School of Engineering,” “ Arts
and
Sciences.” and “ The Law School.”
The walls of the booth were draped
with dark red burlap, and covered
with pictures of various kinds, plates
from the draughting room, signs of
the different departments etc.

HELP CITY INITIATE

LIGHT SYSTEM.

W IL L SU C C E E D

" DOCTOR BO O K

BATTLE IS WON BY THE FRESHMEN

Tonight the city of Missoula takes
a big stride forward when she initi
ates her new system of street light
ing. These lights are arc lights of
two thousand candle power each, and
are set four in a block on each side
of Higgins avenue. The most re
markable fact about the new system
is that Missoula is the first city west
of the Mississippi to install it. The
effect when the lights are burning
will certainly be brilliant and the
general glorification will be height
ened tonight by a street carnival cel
ebration. It if in this that the uni
versity has been asked to take part.
The fete will consist of an auto par
ade, band concert and several other
forms of hilarity. After the excite
ment on the street the public will be
invited to a dance in the Elite hall.
The university section will be com 
posed of every student in school, no
excuses will be taken. This is a chance
to get into a real big time and inci
dentally to mix it with the towns
people. Remember last 29th of F eb
ruary and tell the frosh about it. Just
as good a showing should be made
tonight and as good a time is certain.
Notices are posted advertising the
place and time of meeting to go to
the city.
The assembled students will be
headed by the Varsity’s own band,
under the drum-majorage of Edward
Patrick Kelly, the globe-trotting, side
splitting harp from Dartmouth. The
band promises to be- in good shape
to give the students their money’ s
worth of ballyhoo. The Missoula band
will also render selections and will
undoubtedly receive a humiliating
showing up. Following the band will
be “Dornblitzer’s” pigskin crew in full
regalia giving an exhibition of plain
and fancy signal work with perhaps
a little “ slap stick and dutch comedy.”
Then it is hoped to have the full en
listment of students in a gigantic ser
pentine. The football stunt will be
good and the presence of all the
students will heighten the effect.
The city of Missoula has done a
good deal towards giving the football
season a start and the students can
easily repay them to an extent by
turning out tonight and helping them
put their celebration through. The
students call on the townspeople too
often through the year for support in
different things, to oe able to refuse
or stay away from the parade to
night with any grace. The thing to
be done is to get out here tonight at
the appointed time, get in behind the
band and the team and go through
town in royal style. It will greatly
help the people in charge of the cele
bration and at the same time will
give every student a time he will
long remember.

MILLER IS CHOSEN
TO LEAD YELLERS
At Singing on the Steps last Thurs
day evening R. Justin Miller was
elected yell leader for the coming
year.
Miller is one of the best men in
college for the position. He is full of
pep and ginger and will no doubt
drill the students into a noisy har
mony. Miller was the author of the
OOOO—OW yell, which is the best
I one the Varsity has. He won a
prize with this yell last year.
Miller will have his yellers out in
full force at the Saturday game with
the high school.
He is particularly anxious to get
some new yells and will be glad to
I get them from any source.

I
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nothing of value but his emblem. Why students should be more thoroughly ence in keeping the band alive. W ithshouldn’t the young fellow give to his acquainted with the business of the out the regulation and protection of the
A. S. U. M. The debates furnish the i A. S. U. M. the band will be simply a
Pronounced “Ki-meem.” This is a girl the best he has?
word taken from the language o f the
means of a broader knowledge of stu- collection of students who can play I Well I love that dorm piano, but O,
Selish tribe and means writing, or
dent affairs. However, these debates i band instruments. With the A. S. |^ou College band, There ain’t noth
A. S. U. M. CONSTITUTION.
something in black and white.
ing can compare with
should be marked by reason and jus- ! U. M. behind the boys to give them a
it in all this favored
Published on Thursday o f every week
It would take a cross-eyed Jewish tice. They should be free from pet- start and keep the organization alive, BAND,
land. When I hear old
by the Associated Students of the Uni
versity of Montana.
Lucious go oom -pah-oo
lawyer who knew every language under tiness and personalities. They should j we will soon have a band which will
the sun, and who understood cows, ! be distinguished by clear points and be a credit. It may cost a littleto get I on that Steat big horn, well boy, oh
THE EDITORS.
|
.
„
. . .
...
- . boy, ain’t I glad that I’ve been born,
Carl C. Dickey, ’14.......Editor-in-Chief hogs and Assyrian camels, to find logical thinking and not by foolish ex- |the music started but we believethat And when they get t0 cutting mlnstrel
■head
and
tail
to
the
constitution
of
the
hibitions of petty jealousies and the |it will be money well spent.
corners on the street with Edward
Lewis W. Hunt, ’ 15-...Managing Editor
Mildred Ingalls, ’13....Assoeiate Editor student body. In some places the I animalities of individual natures.
|
-----------------------------|Patrick Kelly a shuffling his feet,
Merle Kettlewell, ’15.....Society Editor
and marching right in front with his
Winnifred Feighner, ’08, Alumni Editor mighty document reads like a death
FOOTBALL SUBSCRIPTION.
head up in the air, I’m right here
Gladys Huffman, ’13........ Local Editor warrant; then it takes a sudden bend
THE
SPLENDID
SPIRIT.
i
-----------I
to
mention that it is every bit a bear.
Rose Leopold, ’ 13..................... Assistant
--------I Those in the University who like Of course they don’t try opera, there
Mabel Lyden, ’14........ Exchange Editor and you are out in the woods reading a
pretty little fairy tale—how some j The spirit displayed at the class |football and who are desirous of seea ^ew notes they don t play, but
sure can put a crimper into
REPORTERS.
mighty executive committee in the dis fight last Saturday was typical of the ing the Bruins at their best when they they
“Down on Moonlight Bay.” They’re
G. O. Baxter, ’15 Gertrude Zerr
tant
past
broke
into
the
record
with
spirit of the big institution of higher I go up against the heavy schedule not so strong on counterpoint and
R. H. Wdedman, ’ 13 Lucius Forbes, ’15
the ancient assertion that the 'punch at j learning. It was a spontaneous en- I which has been arranged for them, j they’re shy on technique too, but when
R. W. Wells, ’13 Lulu Wright, ’16
Carl C. Glick, ’ 14 F. D. Richter, ’15
the A. S. U. M. dances was too much thusiasm coming from the sheer joy j have now a chance to show just how fhe carnival comes around just watch
Bernice Selfridge, ’15
em put it through. Now a football
like Rubiafoam to be healthful. In the j of conflict and victory. The spirit was much interest they have in the welfare j celebration
will be a real event, we’ll
BUSINESS STAFF.
past some one on the executive com I broad and healthy and strong. Both of the team.
j get our band to going and you’ll think
Peter E. Hansen, ’14..................Manager mittee would wake up occasionally and
During the past week there has been it’® :heav®“ Sent‘ ? h: J1’8 great
be
Donald Young, ’ 15................... Assistant suggest that the whole bunch make a : classes cheered the champions of the
other as heartily and as enthusiastic- handed around the campus a subscrip- |really grand^I say, Ugive°me thTtV ass
Office, basement of the Library call upon the president to see what 'he
Building. Office 'hours, the editor, knows about the price of black cats. |a ly as they did their own. There was |y on list by which the friends of the I baton and let me lead the band. (H.)
I no malice or ill-will shown at any j team are asked to do something sub--------Monday, 9:30 to 12; Tuesday, 2 to 4;
After the call they would return to the (time. No jeers were indulged in, no stantial for the team. This subscripWednesday, 10 to 11.
pup of the ^aim in staff, class
.
. , .
_ „
_
16, was sent out this week to interdeliberation chamber, prepare a very I epithets
were hurled.
Every man |tion is taken up for the express pur- j
view some persons on
Subscription rate, $1.00 in advance.
lengthy and unentertaining story of fought for his class as he had never |post of furnishing the team the best I WORK OF
the happenings of the
Entered as second class mail matter at
week. Fifteen minutes
Missoula, Montana, under act of congress the interview and embody it in the fought before. Their fellows stood by possible coach, which can be obtained. THE CUB.
of March 3, 1879.
constitution. Last year the students and cheered for them and gave them The man who can and will make the
ago he dashed into the
.
.
.
.
,
i
|
office,
threw
a
bunch of copy at the
passed some new amendments to the
l . SUPP
m vlctory and in defeat- |Varsity the championship team of the j managing editor, kicked a chair from
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1912.
weapon o f powers. Someone with a
Will the underclassmen stand by the i state and a contender in the north- under one of his fellow cubs and
poor taste o f position evidently was Varsity as they have stood by their |west needs convenient means of trans- told the janitor to get another Freshdelegated
to
slap
these
amendments
THE CHALLENGE.
class? Will they fight for her?- Will Uortation to and from the football field.
t0- take blS plac.® f01i h,e ^ a8
tired of the journalistic stunt. But
into a place where they would make
they cheer for her.
This man has been kind enough to the young man. turned in his copy;
O, you youths, Western youths,
the
prettiest
make-up in book
donate his services to the Montana we admire him for that. If he will
So impatient, full of action, full of
form. That gentleman—it must have
a -rr>R-riipp
,
. i,..
(call around
at
manly pride and frienship,
A
t u k i u K t.
eleven but asks that .he x.
be .taken
to
.
.£ the office
, .. he will °get.
,
his pay for the work—the pay that
been a gentleman, for a lady would
Plain 1 see you Western Youths,
and
from
the
field
in
such
a
way
as
all
college
newspaper
men get. How
see you tramping with the fore
have given the document a more per
The tug of war, which was part of not to lose too much time from his [much? Well, you spell it in four letmost.
fect symmetry — paid no attention
ters. Red, start the linotype a whiz
the regu’ated contest between the low- regular occupation.
Pioneers! O, Pioneers!
whatever to tense, person, or the feel
All the past we leave behind.
er classes, cannot be called a tug. | As there are none o f the University zing and we’ll slip across the jingles
of the pup. Here they are: “ No,”
ings of those who would have to de
We debouch upon a newer, might
It must be called a torture. It is I students who own autos who will agree roared Professor George M. Palmer
ier world, varied world,
cipher the document after he was gone.
a torture for a man to pull for 10 |to furnish transportation for the coach emphasizing the “ no” by hurling an
Fresh and strong the world we
Antiquated in the extreme is this
seize, world of labor and the
minutes without a rest. It is a contin- something must be done by the real ink well at the head of the Kaimin’s
precious instrument of the Associated
humble representative. “It is NOT so
march,
uous strain upon his muscles and his |fans in order to secure the best team that I pulled all the time with the
Students. Articles which have been
Pioneers! O, Pioneers!
nerves which is not at all beneficial. |possible.
Sophomores at the tug. I merely took
Raise the mighty mother mistress,
obsolete for years are still in the con
hold of the rope when the Freshmen
Last year the tug was prolonged be,
,
Waving high the delicate mistress,
The amount to be paid by each sub started through so that none of the
stitution. The new things keep piling
over all the starry mistress
cause one side had a large surplus of
..
,,, , .
, .
...
scriber will be lessened by each addl- poor little fellows would come through
up in such an ambiguous way that
(bend your heads all)
rope which they were able to slip to L,
,
.
.,
., . „ T
,
'
tional subscriber obtained. It is hoped fast. I did not want them to catch
Raise the fang’d and warlike mist
trouble will surely result for those who
,
..
..
ress, stern, impassive weapon’d try to refer to the constitution as an their rivals. This year each side was .by the persons who have
the matter in cold in the water.” Here is another
that the youngster wrung from the
i given only five feet o f surplus rope .
*
,
,
mistress,
j
|
charge
to
secure
enough
signers
so president of the Sophomore class.
authority.
Pioneers! 0, Pioneers.
land this year the tug was longer than ..
_
. . ,
,
.
... .
&
®
the
amount
to
be
paid
by
each
will
be
It has been said that the new execu
Bring on the sheep, supe.
Has the night descended?
|it was in 1911-12. This was due to nominal
“No,” roared Mr. Gordon Montgom
Was the road of late so toilsome?
tive committee are anxious to make a
the fact that both sides were en
ery president of the oppressors’
Did we stop discouraged nodding
good record. They could make no bet
This is an excellent opportunity for league. “W e are not sorry that we
trenched so perfectly that it would
on our way?
ter beginning than to take that old
all who care to see a good team rep started things. That regulated fight
Yet a passing hour I yield you in
have taken a good traction engine to
constitution by the left ear and give it
resenting the Varsity to do something would never have occurred if we
your track to pause oblivious,
pull them out of their holes.
could have given our dance first, eith
Pioneers! O, Pioneers!
to the Freshmen to use in making
The victory in speh a contest is won that wiil really help. Details as to the er. Yes, we do like sorghum better
Till with sound of trumpet,
kites. It wouldn’t take a committee of
whereabouts of the subscription list than tanglefoot—on our hot cakes.”
Far, far off the daybreak call —
by the team that has the greatest en- ,
legal brows, either, to fix up a new .
, ,
i may be had upon application to CapThe third assignment given the cub
hark! how loud and clear I hear
durance, the team with the best or- I
J
*
and reliable constitution.
it wind,
tain Dornblaser or any of the members was to ascertain by wire, tactfully,
ganization for resisting the efforts o f
of
course, what the Weekly Expon
Swift! to the head of the army!
of the football team.
This is your
their opponents. Rarely does victory I
ent, the official organ of the Aggies,
swift! spring to your places,
chance. Don’t fail to get your name thought of the state football situa
OPEN
DEBATES.
Pioneers! O, Pioneers!
go to the team of the greatest j
down and thus help to make the 1912 tion. He received a very blunt ans
—Walt Whitman.
strength.
wer. Here it is, all right, slip us a
team the best ever.
Undoubtedly a great deal of good is
There should be no physical or men- j
little ink, pup.
derived from a general discussion of tai pain connected with a tug o f war. I
“ No, there is absolutely no truth in
GIRLS AND EMBLEMS.
,
, . „
. ,
. „ r
‘‘Many an ideal is a crushing one.” the report that we are conceding that
student affairs by the students in con A, tug
is to furnish amusement. W e j Th,s frQm the ^
bloke that ma(Je
the Varsity will wallop us in foot
vocation if the matter is managed
Cub editors throughout the college properly. Perhaps a great deal of are descending to the levels of bar- j the assertion that he had married his ball. W e will attack you in an editor
barism when we compel twenty men to ideal and was hit on the head with ial this week for your audacity.”
world are continually bewailing the good was accomplished by the open
subject themselves to tortures to fur- the r°lhn£ P*n the first night he went
Ten years subscription to the W eek
custom among college men o f allowing
„
, .
out with the boys.
debate held last Wednesday. Without nish amusement for us. W
ly Blatther will be given to the person
e are doing
__________________ _
the ‘‘best girl” to wear the footba’ l or
who returns to us our pup reporter.
doubt that debate created interest in this when we allow a tug of war to
Jn strenuosity of expression, Mr. W e want to get the coin for that tele
the track emblem. That editorial is
things which were never thought of
the stock one on many a college before by the general student body. continue for an hour and forty min- Roosevelt, you must admit that you gram from him. The Aggy editor
utes.
must taae Row Z when Montana stu- sent it collect.
paper. Whenever a big ad is jerked |
The things set forth at that convoca
Next year should see rules adopted |dents ®et int0 action at an open dis‘
the cub drags from the archives o f
.
cussion
on spring sports.
tion will set the students to thinking which will make the tug of war short j
____________________
ARE TOO BUSY TO
imagination a new way to denounce
and thinking hard. When the student and snappy. The contestants should! The poof simp that pushed across
the poor fellow who likes some girl so j
PASS DIXON BILL
body gets into the habit of thinking not be allowed to bury themselves in |that undying truth about life being
well that he lets her wear his emblem.
about the matters which affect their pits. They should stand straight up one darn thing after another must
To read some o f those editorials you I
have been the editor of a college pa
The bill which was introduced in
welfare there is going to be a few rad
congress last year by Senator Jos.
would think that the writers favored ical changes made in the administra- i and pull. A tug with more men, all per.
standing
up
would
furnish
some
real
M.
Dixon, providing that 5 per cent
penitentiary punishment for what is
tion of the business of the Associated thrills.
At the eastern Universities we find j of the gross receipts of national forsimply a little mark of respect and I
degenerates,
mollycoddles
and
poodle
ests
during the fiscal year be used
Students. Open debate on student af
admiration. They say that it shows j
dogs. No thank you, A. B. A. degree to furnish instruction in forestry in
fairs is unquestionably beneficial—if
from old Montana is good enough for i those states which had national forTHE BAND.
lack of respect for the emblem to let
the debate is managed in the right
_____
j me.
ests failed to come up for consideraa girl wear it. Does it not show the
way.
,,______.
— ---------------------------tion at the last session.
owner of the emblem holds it in higher I
e ave
a organize
p
w h y not feed that A. S. U. M. conAs a consequence the university
Men who are deeply interested in a weekanother student
regard?
activity. W e gtitution to some unfriendly goat. No, j this year has not the chair of logging
When a fellow goes out for some debate and are espousing a certain |■have a brassband and we hope it is 1even a goat couldn’t swallow that line engineering which it was hoped might
be added this year.
activity and makes a letter after hard cause are often apt to forget that they here to stay. The band has been a I°t dope,
Senator Jos. M. <C>ixon was so deepwork he holds^that letter in the high are working for the cause. They are 1fond hope of many students and
The claws of the Bruins are getting j ly interested in politics during the
apt
to.
forget
this
to
the
extent
o
f
in
est regard. If, then, he thinks a I
alumni for several years, but has never; sharper every day and the blood in ] last session that he found little time
great deal of some little dame why dulging in personalities. When such before been possible. The University those terrible eyes is getting thicker, i to attend to the regular routine of
business in the senate and the bill
a
thing
occurs
the
chairman,
who
j
has always needed a band; there is
should he not give her the thing which
. The Kaimin has always been some- laid on the table throughout the seshe holds in such high regard ? Does should at all times be impartial and j hardly an event during the school year , w^at of a goat and it can’t swallow i sion. It was reported upon favorably
it cheapen the value of the letter to let on a level above the combatants, that a college band would not fit like: the administrative weapon.
by the committee however.
------------------------ ----r Toward the end of the session Dr.
a girl wear it ? Other cubs say that it should restore order, and bring the dis a freshman in a slough. The carnival,
Of all the sad words pf tongue or j Kirkwood, professor of forestry, wrote
does. This one doesn’t. Ibsen says cussion back to the issue. At no tim e! Charter Day, athletic contests, rallies,
pen, the saddest are these, “it m ight: to Senator Myers in the hope of getsomewhere that the Americans have should the ordinary parliamentary high jinx, a'l need the 'band to make have b e e n ------------worse.”
I ting him to push the bill. At that
contributed but one thing to the cul- I rules be suspended to the extent that them complete. We have the band
-----------------------------time, however, the senate was so
the
chairman
forgets
the
dignity
of
Thank
you,
yes
we
will
surely
atj’overloaded with other more important
ture and civilization of the age and
and we must keep it.
tend
the
recital
of
the
new
University
j
business that it was not possible to
his
position
and
descends
to
the
level
I
that is their respect for womanhood.
The question is, will the A. S. U. M.
orchestra.
get the bill up for consideration.
The giving of an emblem to the best of the squabbling multitude, as it w ere.! support the band as a student activity?
-----------------------------It is expected that the bill will be
girl is an effective mark of respect. It If this happens pandemonium is the While the band will probably not need
W e can all criticise the other fel- passed at the next session of c o n -.
gress. If put through it will mean
should not be discontinued and it result.
the support of student finances in or low; few of us can do better.
that the university will get nearly
There should be more of the open! der to live, the recognition by the stu
should not be editorialized contrarily
Did we hear . an optimistic groan j $7,500 a year to be used in providing
or satirically. Many a fellow has debates on student questions. The dent body will be
potential influ- , from Bozeman?
J instruction in forestry.

The Owl and the 215
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T W O O L D M EN

M UCH IS D O N E
BIG S C R A P A T
W A S H IN G T O N
B A C K O N JOB B Y T H E ALU M N I

Former Kaimin Editors Tasting Once Executive Committees Meet to Trans For First Time in Years Sophomores
More of College Journalism— Both
act Routine Business— Mary Hansen
Defeat Class Below Them— Fight
Newspaper Men.
Chosen Secretary to Succeed Speer.
Has Unique Features.

The faces of two old grads were
seen on the campus this week. The
owners of the physiogs were William
Bennett, ’ll, and D. D. Richards, ’12.
They were glad to get back on the old
campus and the old campus or rather
the old inhabitants of the campus
were glad to see the two men back.
Both made admirable records while
at the university; both were always
deeply interested in all that went on
among the students and took an ac
tive part in all affairs.
Bill Football Man.
Bill Bennett played at guard on two
of the football teams that won the
Montana championship. In addition
to this he was managing editor of the
Weekly Kaimin from the time that
the little rag boasted only four tiny
sheets until it reached its present
size. The early success of the paper
was due in a large measure to his
efforts. His work on the Kaimin
interested him in newspaper work
and after graduation he became city
editor of the Anaconda Standard. He
has left this position, however, and is
now working for a milling company
at Belgrade. But Bill will go back
to newspaper work some day. It seems
that if a good man gets a whif of the
killing life of the newspaper man he
*cannot keep away. As Bill says,
“there is something about it that ap
peals to me.” While in college Bill
also debated and managed track
teams. In fact, wherever there was
anything to do, Bill was ready
to
jump in and help.
Also a Kaimin Man.
“Dud” Richards too is a newspaper
man. He has learned the organiza
tion of the Weekly Kaimin from
start to finish. First he was assist
ant business manager and then busi
ness manager. He didn’ t like the
money getting part of the'paper, how
ever. He wanted to be right on the
line of action—where he could
be
lining things up for editorial fights,
where he could tell the college public
what was wrong with their spirit and
various other things.
“Dud” came on as sporting editor
at the most opportune time. The paper
had been enlarged and the editor
needed a man who could handle sports
without any prodding. “Dud” was the
pioneer on the Kaimin sporting page.
The way he handled his end o f the
paper pleased the powers that were
and he was given the editorship for
the year 1911-12. His advent to the
editorship placed the Kaimin upon a
firm foundation. Previous to
this
time all had been pioneer work. His
year as editor was an eminently suc
cessful one. He gave the university
the best paper she had known in her
history. In thd midst o f dissensions
he kept his head and the paper was
always clean and wholesome.
“Dud” was also an actor and a rink
manager, but whatever he did he
never let go of the Kaimin. He was
always at the helm. His clever editor
ial dialogues between the Soph and
the Sporting editor won him many
favorable comments from college pa
pers all over the country.
These two old Kaimin vets are back
on the job this week. Just once more
they want to indulge in the college
journalism which in the past held
for them such a fascination. “Bill”
is back at his old job spotting the
forms and bossing the cubs. “Dud”
is chasing down a few new clues and
writing editorials.
ENTERPRISING.
In a section of Washington where
there are a number of hotels and
cheap restaurants, one enterprising
concern has displayed in great illum
inated letters, “Open All Night.” Next
to it was a restaurant bearing with
equal prominence the legend::
“W e Never Close.”
Third in order was a Chinese laun
dry in a little, low-framed, tumbledown hovel, and upon the front of
this building was the sign, in great,
scrawling letters:
“ Me wakee, too.”—Harper’s Maga
zine.
HE WAS A COLLEGIAN.

The retiring executive committee of
the Alumni association met with the
newly chosen executive committee in
university hall Monday. Many im
portant matters were discussed by the
two committees and definite plans for
the work of the year were laid. It
was reported by those present that
the meeting was the most enthusias
tic and rousing one the graduates had
ever had.
Mary Hansen Secretary.
Miss Mary Hansen was chosen sec
retary to fill the vacancy caused by
the resignation of J. B. Speer, who
left Montana to go to the Leland
Stanford, Jr., university.
Fred Buck, the new president of
the Alumni association, wielded the
gavel at executive session for the first
time. All members of both commit
tees were present.
Members for Executive CommitteeThe committee decided to take ad
vantage of the clause in the consti
tution of the Associated students,
which entitles them to appoint two
members to represent the graduates
on the A. S. U. M. executive commit
tee and appointed Miss Stella Duncan,
’07, and Mrs. D. T. Mason, ’07. Both
are closely connected with the univer
sity and will attend every meeting of
the executive committee.
Raise Dues.
By an unanimous vote it was decid
ed that the dues o f the association
should be raised to from $1.25 to $1.50.
The payment of this amount also en
titles an alumnus to one year’s sub
scription to the Weekly Kaimin. The
change was made at the request of
P. E. Hansen, business manager of
the Kaimin, who informed the com 
mittee that the Kaimin was being
given to the Alumni at a ridiculously
low figure and even with the advance
he would lose about $1.00 on each
subscription from the Alumni.
Jee Streit, '07, was made chairman
of the Craig picture committee and
will begin an active campaign among
the out-of-tow n Alumni to secure the
money with which to settle the deficit
of $150.00, which is still outstanding
on the portrait. A large fund has al
ready been raised among the local
Alumni.
Dinner Committee.
Miss Maud Burns, ’07, was ap
pointed to the chairmanship of the
dinner committee. She will arrange
dinners for the members for the
Alumni at least once a month, at
which they will get together and dis
cuss matters affecting the welfare of
the institution which gave them their
education.
The committee on the “ permanent
income” amendment will continue its
work begun last year.
OUR CONTEMPORARIES.
Utah.
With sixteen “ U” men out for foot
ball Utah has the most optimistic
outlook she has had in years.
Her
first game is scheduled for October
5, when she meets the University of
Wyoming at Salt Lake City. On No
vember 2 she is scheduled to play
either the University of Montana or
the Colorado Aggies.
The Utah Chronicle, the official or
gan of the student body for years a
tiny weekly, has been greatly in
creased in size and is now issued
semi-weekly. Ott Romney, Utah’s
star full back, is the editor of the
rejuvenated Chronicle.
Washington State.
H. M. Chambers, who will be re
membered by the older Montana stu
dents as the classy debater who argued
the negative side of the question “ Re
solved, That the Control of Natural
Resources Should Rest With the Fed
eral Rather Than With the State Gov
ernment,” and lost by a vote of two
to one, has been elected to the presi
dency of the student body at W ash
ington State college.
Underclass hostilities are to be end
ed at W. S. C. by a series of regu
lated contests, which include an ob
stacle race, a sack fight, a sack race,
a tug-of-war, a night tie-up.

“I presume.” said the lodger icily,
THE LONG EYE.
at the conclusion of the little dispute
with his landlady, "I presume that
you will allow me to take my be
Barker:
"Long is a foresighted
man. isn’t he?”
longings away with me?”
“I am sorry,” was the icy reply,
Parker: . “That^s so. Since I bor
“ but your other collar has not yet rowed $5 from him he can see me
come from the laundry.”—Exchange. half a mile away.”—Exchange.

Henley, Eigeman
and Company

G ro cers

Arrow

Kotch COLLARS

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 1.—After five
THE BELMONT STYLE IN FOUR HEIOHTS
hours of preliminary scrapping about
GLASGOW 2 tt In.
BELMONT 2 tt In.
MEDORA 2'/a In.
CHESTER 2 In.
town, Freshmen and Sophomores at
2 for 25 ctg. Cl U E T T , PEABOOY & CO., Makers
the University of Washington fought
for two hours in the annual inter- I
class tie up here one morning last
week. As neither side was able to |
tie up the other, the scrap was de
THE
clared off at about 3 o’clock in the
FIRST NATIONAL
afternoon.
The fight was scheduled for about
BANK
midnight, but from 6 o’clock on, small
groups of Sophomores boarded street
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
cars carrying Freshmen to the under
$400,000.00
class rendezvous down town, and
A
Savings
Department in
forcibly removed and tied them. They
Connection
were then locked up in box cars, down
F. S. L U S K .................. President
town offices, and empty houses.
F. H. ELMORE . Vice-President
At 11:30 the Freshmen aggregation
E.
A. N E W L O N .............. Cashier
appeared on Denny Field, the place
H. S. H O L T .......... Asst. Cashier
set for the Tie Up. They waited for
over an hour, until the Sophomores
arrived, driving a motor truck which
dashed through the Freshmen ranks,
simultaneously with the dropping of
bunches of firecrackers upon the
Freshmen from the grandstand above.
Taken by surprise, . the Freshmen
were for a moment bewildered, and
before they could awaken some of
their biggest men were locked in
chains. As fast as Freshmen were
tied up, however, sympathizing up
and
perclassmen would cut the ropes, and
at the end of two hours neither class
had much advantage.
No serious Injuries attended the con
test. This is the first time in four
years that a Sophomore class has
held or defeated the larger Freshman
class.

LUCY & S O N S
Furniture
Carpets

OUR ADVERTISERS.
CAFES AND RESTAURANTS.
The Vienna
The Minute Lunch
CLEANERS AND PRESSERS
The Butte Cleaners
ELECTRIC FIXTURES AND SUP
PLIES.
J. A. Cavander
DENTISTS
Dr. Nelson
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Missoula Art Co.
R. H. McKay
LAUNDRIES.
The Missoula Steam Laundry
SHOE8.
Walk-Over Shoe Store.
LUMBER AND MILL WORK
Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
JEWELERS
George L. Flaherty
J. D. Rowland
PAINT, PAPER AND ART GOODS
Simons Paint and Paper House
PIANOS AND SHEET MUSIC
Hoyt-Dickinson
POOL HALLS.
The Smoke House
Owen Kelly
Home Plate
Heimbach’s
PRINTERS
The Bureau of Printing
Dunstan
The Missoulian Publishing Co.
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
H. H. Bateman
J. W. Lister
CONFECTIONS.
The Nonpareil
CLOTHING
Barney & Barney
Beeson-Armstrong-Wingert Co.
Missoula Mercantile Co.
MEATS.
The Union Market.
The Palace Market
BARBERS
The Metropole
Geo. Miller
FURNITURE AND CARPETS
J. M. Lucy & Sons
GROCERS
Henley Eigeman Co.
Barber & Marshall
DRUGISTS
H. H. Bateman
BANKS
The First National
The Western Montana
The Missoula Trust and Security

University Text Books
and Supplies of all Kinds
Drawing Instruments imported
direct from manufacturers.
Better Instruments for less
money.
Call and see goods and get prices

LISTER’S
114 E. Main St.

Vienna Cafe
Next to Grand Theater, on Main
Street

For a Good Meal W e
Excel
PRICES REASONABLE
Try our famous coffee.
day and night.

Open

Phil Kenny, Prop.

Owen Kelly
KEY WEST AND DOMESTIC
CIGARS

Pool and Billiards
Pipes, Tobacco

and

Cigarettes

Agents for Johnson’s Sweet
Chocolates. “ Meet me at Kelly’s."

T h e H om e Plate

Pool Room
Key West and Domestic
Cigars, Pipes and To
bacco, Fine Candies

Missoula, Mont.

MISSOULA TRUST &
SAVINGS BANK
C A P I T A L ..................$200,000.00
S U R P L U S .................
50,000.00
J.
S.
A.
R.

A CLEAN STORE
Good Goods
Right Prices
TRY US and SEE

Officers
M. Keith . . . . President
J. Coffee . . . . Vice-Pres.
R. Jacobs . . . . Cashier
C. Giddinigs, Asst. Cashier

Three per cent Interest Paid on
Savings Deposits.

THE
WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK
C A P IT A L ...................$200,000.00
S U R P L U S ..................
50,000.00

G. A- W olf . . . President
J. H. T. Hyman . Cashier

D U N ST A N
North Higgins Avenue

PRINTER
STATIONER
PERIODICALS
ETC.
We sell Pictorial Review Pat
terns, the Best Ever,

J. A. CAVANDER
GENERAL ELECTRIC
SUPPLIES
Construction and Repairs, F ix
tures, Bells, Batteries, etc.
Phones: Ind. 1602; Bell 528-Black
318 Higgins Avenue.

Geo. Miller
The Barber
wishes to thank the University
bunch for past favors, and in
vites the patronage of faculty
and students, old and new. The
same old stand, basement First
National Bank

The Butte
Cleaners
A good place to have
your Cleaning and Pressdone.

Barber & Marshall
GOOD
THINGS
TO EAT
Grocers to the South
Side

PALACE MARKET
Headquarters for the best of
Fresh and Smoked Meats,
Fish, Poultry and Oysters.
306 Higgins Avenue.
Bell Tel. 245
Ind. Tel. 797
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Our Contemporaries
Columbia.
Columbia university opened its port
als September 25 with an enrollment
of approximately 10,000, which is the
I largest number of students ever ent
ered in any collegiate institution at
one time in the world’s history. To
handle this enormous number of
scholars 114 new members have been
added to the faculty and buildings
costing $2,000,000 are in course of con
struction.
It is expected that nearly two hund
red students will be enrolled in the
new Pulitzer school of Journalism,
which is headed by Dr. Talcott W il
liams, former editor of the Philadel
phia Press and one of the foremost
journalists of the world.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

I

freshmen and Sophs Dance.
The Sophomores exhibited school
spirit of the rarest sort Friday evening, by entertaining the Freshmen at
one of the jolllest dances ever held
in the gym. Almost every member of
the two classes was present. Late in
the evening the number was increased
by a few of the upper classmen, who
couldn’t stay away when they found
what a good time the youngsters
were having. Delicious punch ana
splendid music made the success ot
the dance complete. The Sophomores
are to be complimented upon the suc
cess of this first class affair. The
dance was chaperoned by Professor
and Mrs. Reynolds.

; Mrs. George Weisel on an automobile
j trip up the Bitter Root on Thursday
afternoon. After a most delightful
ride the party was met at the home
|0f Mrs. J. M. Keith by Mesdames
Keith and Wilkinson and David
Mason and the Misses Lucy and Cecile
Johnson. Delicious refreshments were
served and much enjoyed after the
long ride.

At the McLeod Ranch.
Mr. Harry Cheney and a crowd of
eight girls motored up the Bitter Root
on Friday afternoon. A stop was
made at the McLeod ranch, where
they were the guests of Miss Helen
McLeod for dinner. Those to enjoy
the ride were Misses Gladine Lewis,
At Breakfast.
Grace Leary, Cecile and Charline
The Kappa Kappa Gamma girls en Johnson, Jeanette Clarke, Arline Kees,
tertained
informally at breakfast Diana Uline and Lillian Scrogin.
Monday morning in their suite at
Craig hall.
Their guests
were: Kappa Breakfast.
Misses Isabel Gilbert, Diana Uline,
At eight o’clock Monday morning
Lillian Scrogan, Vera Pride, Helen
McClay, Alice and Grace Matthew- the active chapter of Kappa Kappa
Gamma entertained at breakfast in
son, and Clara Robinson.
their rooms at Craig hall. The guests
were
Jeanette Clarke, Lillian Scrogin,
At Luncheon.
Miss Bess Rhoades gave a charm Helen McClay, Arline Kees, Diana
ing luncheon at her home on Brooks Uline, Isabel Gilbert, Clara Robinson,
Alice and Grace Mathewson and Vera
street last Saturday at one-thirty. The
table was beautifully decorated with Pride.
black and gold pansies, the emblem
of Kappa Alpha Theta. Dainty place
cards carried out the color scheme.
The guests invited, were:
Misses
Sadie Stabern, Dona McCall, Clara
Robinson,
Isabel
Gilbert, Louise
Smith and Stella Duncan.
Freshmen Picnic.
Saturday afternoon almost fifty
Freshmen climbed to Spring Gulch in
Hell Gate canyon to enjoy a carefully
planned picnic. The party was chap
eroned by Miss Buckhous, and start
ed from the campus about four o’clock
well laden with good things to eat
which the girls had furnished for a
picnic supper. At the springs the
boys built a huge bonfire to make co f
fee and roast “ wieners.” After sup
per everyone sat around the fire and
sang songs until dark. They returned
from the hill about eight o’clock and,
complying with the Freshmen’s repu
tation for doing things up well, com 
pleted the evening with a visit to a
moving picture show.
Kappa Alpha Theta Entertains.
After a most pleasant Sunday even
ing supper at the home of Miss Gladys
Freeze on Daly avenue, the Kappa
Alpha Theta girls entertained several
of their'friends with music, a m arsh
mallow toast, and story telling. Late
in the evening refreshments were
served. The dining room was cleverly
decorated for the occasion in autumn
colors. Clever place cards were used
bearing the names of Misses Dona
McCall, Diana Uline, Sadie Stadener,
Stella Duncan, Marguerite Bonner,
Louise Smith, Bess Rhoades, Alice
Hardenburgh, Merle Kettlewell and the
hostess, Gladys Freeze. The young
men inivted to spend the evening were
Messrs.
Whistler, Busha, Dobson,
Clements, Shaw, Claude Molchoir,
Angevine, Forbes, Sewell, Armitage
and Young.

Slumber Party.
After a delightful dinner down town
Sunday evening Miss Wilde enter
tained the members of Delta Gamma
and a few friends at her home on
Spencer street. The evening was spent
most' pleasantly. At ten-thirty deli
cious refreshments were served. A
few of the guests, Arline Kees, Ruth
Nutting, and Florence Carney re
mained to spend the night with Miss
Wilde and the affair resolved itself
into a Slumber party.
With Mrs. Mason,
Mrs. David Mason was hostess at a
charmingly appointed luncheon on
Monday at one-thirty. Artistic dec
orations, a delicious menu, and the
charming hospitality of Mrs. Mason
made the affair altogether delightful.
Mrs. Mason’s guests were Arline Kees,
Mary Elrod, and Josephine Polleys.
Delta Gamma Dinner.
The members of Delta Gamma gave
a delightful dinner last evening at the
Bitter Root Inn. The party left
Craig hall at 4 o’clock motored to the
Inn, where a nine course dinner was
served, and returned home in the
evening. Mrs. T. B. Thompson chap
eroned the party, which included:
Misses Florence Matthews, Bessie
Wilde,
Gladys
Hoffman,
Cecile
Kramer, Cornelia MacFarlane, Flor
ence Carney, Cora Hannon, Mabel
Lyden, Arline Kees, Ruth Nutting,
Hannah Book, Eunice Dennis
and
Winnifred McLaughlin.

Harvard.
Seven hundred and twenty-five
graduates
of preparatory schools
flocked to Harvard to get their first
breath of college atmosphere the last
week in September. It is expected
that the total enrollment at Harvafd
this year will greatly exceed 5,000.
All Harvard is now thinking of the
great new library building which is
to be built by Mrs. George D. W idener of Philadelphia and will be
known as the Harry Elkins Widener
Memorial library.
The new buildings will be of lime
stone and brick and will have a capa
city of 2,500,000 volumes. The new
building will be completed by Com
mencement time 1914 and will cost
$ 1, 000, 000.

M. A. C.
A political bug has been turned
loose among the Aggies at Bozeman.
They have a mania for organizing po
litical clubs. Even Mr. Chafin has
his supporters at M. A. C. The W oodrow Wilson people advocate passing
a rule whereby those who fall below
an average of 95 per cent in any sub
ject shall be declared “flunked.” A
straw vote is to be taken on the pres
idential candidates by the Weekly
Exponent.
North Carolina.
Following the hazing and death of
Isaac W. Rand twenty students have
been expelled.
Two weeks ago four Sophomores
forced Rand to dance and sing until
he dropped from the barrel on which
he stood with a severed artery and
jugular vein.
The university faculty today expelled
the four Sophomores for all time and
sixteen others who have participated
in hazing for a year.
President Venable and the executive
committee declare that the dismissals
are not for aggravated form's of haz
ing,. but the university exacts of each
student a pledge that he will not
countenance hazing and these students
did.
Young Rand died September 13.
Ralph Oldham, A. Cstyron, William
Merriman and A. C. Hatch, the hazers, were arrested and now await trial
for manslaughter.
Resolutions were drafted at a spec
ial meeting September 16 of President
Venable and the trustees of the Uni
versity of North Carolina asking leg
islation to make college hazing a
criminal offense.
This action was taken in view of
the killing of the sjtudent William
Rand last Friday morning by four
hazers.

Wedding Announced.
Many of the intimate friends of
Fred Webster were greatly surprised
to receive cards announcing his mar
riage to Miss Fannie Harrison, of
Amherst, Va., on Wednesday, October
2. Fred Webster is well known in
Missoula, having lived here all his
life. He attended the university four
Oregon.
Mrs. Spottswood at Home.
years ago, and was a prominent foot
Carlton E. Spencer, who represented
Tuesday afternoon the members of
ball
man.
the University of Oregon at the InterKappa Alpha Theta and a few of
State Oratorical contest held at Mon
their friends were guests at a delight
tana last year, is now president of
ful Kensington at the home of Mrs. With Miss Matthews.
Miss Florence Matthews entertained the student body of the University. of
Spottswood on Gerald avenue. From
Oregon.
With his splendid clean-cut
four until six the girls visited over informally at lunch last Saturday at
their sewing. Late in the afternoon her home on South Sixth street. Her oration, “The Breaking Down in Our
delicious refreshments were served. guests were Misses Ruth Nutting, A r Legal System,” Spencer succeeded in
Those present were Misses Lillian line Kees, and Cornelia MacFarlane. winning second money in the interest
oratorical.
Scrogan, Clara Robinson, Isabel Gil
With several of her first string men
bert, Dona McCall, Corrine McDon
IN THE AGE OF SCIENCE.
incapacitated by injuries the chances
ald, Grace Sauer, Esther Birely,
Louise Smith, Marguerite Bonner,
“ Come over and play with my lit that Oregon will win the • football
Alice Hardenburgh, Bess Rhoades, tle boy, sonny," called the pleasant championship of the northwest are
Sadie Stabern. Stella Duncan, Gladys faced new neighbor to the solemn very doubtful. Bailey, a crack tackle,
Freeze, and Merle Kettlewell.
faced urchin on the fence between who has played for three years with
out sustaining injury, is out of the
the two houses.
Kappas Entertain.
“Is your boy ailing from any game. Five other first string men
All the Kappas in Missoula enter thing?" came the child’s earnest are watching the game from the side
lines, among them being Ans. Cor
tained informally ■on Saturday even question.
nell, who is endeavoring to take the
ing. After a visit to the Bijou the
“ No, indeed, sonny, W hy?"
ater the young ladies went to the
“ ’Cause I’ve had my tonsils taken place of the famous “Pop” Latourette
home of Miss Dorothy Sterling to out an’ my adenoids removed, an’ at the pivotal position.
spend the remainder of the evening. my appendix cut out, an I’ve been
NO SINECURE.
After a hot tamale supper and much vaccinated an’ serumized for typhoid
chatting around the immense fire an’ spinal meningitis, an’ I’ve had
"Why
do
you keep pestering me for
place the rugs were pushed aside and anti-toxin, an’ I do hope I won’t need
dancing was enjoyed until midnight. to have anything done to me this money all the time?" demanded old
Those present were Mesdames George year, so’s for a while I can have a Closefist, as his son begged for a
few dollars extra. “W hy don’t you
Weisel and David Mason; Misses bit o’ fun.”—Exchange.
go out somewhere and work for it?”
Lewis, Ingalls, Doane, Lucy, Elrod,
“ Gee, Dad,” replied the boy, “ Is
Sterling, Johnson, -Leary, Polleys,
"No, siree!” ejaculated Bunbeerton,
Kees, Uline, Robinson. Gilbert, Clarke, “There wasn’t any o f that nonsence there any harder work anywhere
than
getting a dollar out of you?” —
My father never
Nutting, Pride, McClay and Scrogin. in my family.
Harper's Weekly.
thrashed me in all his life.”
Up the Bitter Root.
“ Too bad,”
sighed Hickenlooper.
The Misses Diana Uline, Arline “Another wreck due to a misplaced
For classy printing, call at the
Bureau of Printing.
Kees and Richter, were the guests of switch.” —Harper’s Weekly.

Lumber Department, Bonner, Montana
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in Pine,
Larch and Fir Lumber, and all kinds of mill work
and box shooks.
A Specialty Being Made of Fruit Boxes.

Art Work, Posters, Picture®, Frames.

S IM O N S

P A IN T

COM PANY

Glasswork of All Kinds.
312 N. Higgins Ave.

THE SMOKE HOUSE
MASONIC TEMPLE

F. H. KNISLEY, Proprietor

CIGARS, TOBACCOS, BILLIARDS AND POCKET BILLIARDS.
Lowney’s Chocolates.
Pipe Hosprtal In Connection
1

Union Market
A Good, Clean Shop
Fancy Meats
Fine Poultry
BOTH PHONES
Bell 117

Ind. 431

H. H. Bateman and
Company
Drugs, Books and Sta
tionery
Headquarters for Pen

130-132 Higgins Avenue

nants and Pillows

Standard Quality

Hoyt-Dickinson Piano
Company

/CCdiNg'X

Tennis
Golf
Base Ball

yV\TmarkJ^o.*/

Basket Ball
Athletic
Equipment
There is no quicksand more
unstable than poverty in quality
and we avoid this quicksand by
standard quality.

Special attention given
to sheet music. Popular
music 15c per copy.
223 Higgins Avenue
Missoula
Montana

A. G. S p a u ld in g & B ros.
126-130 Nassau Street
25 West 42d Street
New York
Catalogue Three.
28-30 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.

Miss Alice Mathewson, ’ 13, returned
to the university Sunday after a sum
mer spent in European travel. She
was accompanied to Missoula by her
sister, Grace, who will register as a
Freshman.
Hal Sloane, ex ’ 13, returned Sun
day after a few days’ visit to the state
fair at Helena.
Don Worden, '14, stopped in Butte
for a few days’ visit on his way back
from the state fair.
Miss Grace Saner, ex ’ 14, of Butte
came over with the returning state
fair people for a week’s visit here as
the guest of Kappa Alpha Theta. At
Helena she has been visiting Miss
Gertrude Whipple, who graduated last
year.
■ Bob Borland, ’15, hurriedly caught
a train for Miles .City while the re
cent tug-of-w ar was in progress. He
pulled last year. W ith the system of
barricading used now once is enough.
Miss Katherine Sutherlin, ’16, re
turned from Helena Sunday. She met
her father at the state fair.
Merritt “Punk” Owsley, ’ 15, re
turned Tuesday from Idaho Falls, Ida
ho, where he Went last Friday to take
up land. He filed on 320 acres.
Miss Erma Wilson, ’ 15, visited at
her home in Hamilton over Sunday.
Jim Shea, ’15, spent the week end
at his home in the Bitter Root Valley
visiting his mother, who has been sick
for some time.
Alva Baird, Will Long, and Elsie
Kain, all Freshmen, spent Saturday

Dr. R. H. Nelson
Dentist
Room 406 Higgins Blk., Missoula, Mont.
Phone 1009.

and Sunday visiting at Stevensville.
Miss Helen Smead, ’ 08, has returned
to her home in this city after an ex
tended visit in eastern cities. While
away she visited relatives in Cleve
land, Ohio; in Chicago and in Rock
ford, 111.
Dr. M. J. Elrod returned from Hel
ena Sunday, where he assisted with
the university ’ exhibit at the fair.
The Varsity was quite deserted last
week when so many students went
over to Helena to attend the fair.
The university delegation returned on
Sunday night on No. 5. Those who
came , home were R. Justin Miller,
Esther Birely, Donovan Worden Anna
Hutchinson and Stuart Nicholson.
Helen Metcalf, ’12, went home to
Stevensville Friday afternoon to spend
the week end.
Lamar Maclay, ’10, was the guest
of Holter Kennett at Helena during
fair week. He returned home yester
day after a week’s visit in the cap
ital.
On Tuesday the fraternities in the
university were allowed to begin
pledging Sophomores who had entered
from other institutions. Delta Gamma
pledged Miss Arline Kees, who came
from Washington State college. Archie
Hoel, who spent his Freshman year
at Wisconsin, was pledged to Sigma
Chi. Kappa Kappa Gamma pledged
Miss Ruth Cronk of Butte.
The “Know How Printers."—Bur
eau of Printing.
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L IG H T , B R E E Z Y S T O R IE S O F T H E B R U IN S A N D
T H E G R ID IR O N W R IT T E N A N D F IL C H E D BY Z O O K
I until the substitute is safely in the
team.
play
I The time limit has been better de
fined in regard to a fair catch. The
rules now state explicitly that, if a
Gentlemen, this . week we introduce to you “Zook,” the new cub j fair catch is being made when time
sport editor. "Zook” hails from ! expires, the game shall be prolonged
the eastern part of the state, j until the side making the catch shall
Monday First Tough Scrimmages Are
where the timber grows so high |have opportunity to try for goal. For Philoon’s Pets to Tangle With High
that the rubs have to look three j instance, if a punt out was being made
Started— Stars Being Revealed as
School in Practice Game on Mon
I
| times to see the birds’ nests in j from behind the line and the ball hapPractice Progresses.
tana Field 3:00 O’clock Saturday.
1 the upper brances. “ook” thinks I pened to be in midair just as time
I he’s a whiz of a newspaper man.
expired, the team in possession o f the
I .We do:.’t. His writing looks like
ball
is
not
to
lose
the
game
on
the
Among the old Varsity men who
a Chinese prescription for a fit. ! moment that the watch points to the
Real scrimmage work was started |have been dropping in on us lately
On Saturday afternoon the Varsity
i He is cross eyed and can’t spell
expiration of the contest, but is grant- will line up against the High School
on Friday night of last week and has Iwas Bill Bennet who blew around on ! football, but he has the ambition
] ed the right to kick goal, which is but team. This will be the first game of
been a regular thing since. The play Monday. Bill played guard in '09 and
to be an editor on the W eekly
Friday night was short and not very ’10 and knows a football team when j Scream and so on he goes. If you j fair, as kicking goal is really acces the season and will afford an oppor
sory to and continuous with one play. tunity for practice under fire and also
vigorous but sufficient to condition he sees it. He thinks Montana will
don’t like his dope don’t take the
splendid I paper any more. If you like his I The team which loses the toss at to give the coaches a line on the new
the men. There were more than two have a great team with
the beginning' of the game is given |plays and how they are going to work
teams out and the opposing sides chances of success.
I line tell him that it is rotten. W e
the option at the beginning of the sec j in a game.
were well matched.
I don’t want to have him spoiled.
ond half o f kicking off the ball or tak I Saturday was to have been the day
With the withdrawal of the Miners
On Saturday afternoon practice was
Treat the pup right. If he comes
ing the goal.
for the game with the Miners, but on
started at three o’clock and continued from the state games the university
around to you for some dope don’t
In other words, the team i§ not com  account of their disbanding the date
until after five. A big squad reported schedule will be cut down to ten
use him for a bootball or an Indian
pelled to kick off against a head wind was called off. Manager Whisler then
and the workout was smooth a n d ! games providing one is pulled off on
club.
W e won't stand for that,
if the captain of the eleven prefers to tried to get a -game with a team of old
fast. The work now centers mainly Saturday. W e can spare them but i Just because a man is a sports
j take the goal with the wind in his
around signal practice. While only think of the Aggies with only two j editor is no reason why he should I favor and let the other side have the stars from the Bitter Root, but the
date could not be put through.
a few plays have been given out it is j games left. Both of these are with
be an offering at the shrine of the
kick o ff twice in the same afternoon.
essential that every man becom e! the Varsity, however, and will prob
bruisers.
handled and some of the larger col
familiar with them before the more I ably furnish the Farmers an exciting
Rule Unnecessary.
complicated ones can be learned. Two •little season.
There are some who seem to think leges looked askance at the steep bills
teams are started running signals and
that this ru'e is unnecessary and that which were run up for the services of
after an hour of it are matched for
A fairly well substantiated rumor
99 per cent of the captains of the foot officials.
On the line o f scrimmage the lines
a half hour’s scrimmage.
floating about t-he campus the first
ball elevens will elect to take the kick
man’ becomes the judge of offside p'ay.
The dummy has been neglected I of the week told of several members
I off, on the principle of first having
lately but the line men have worked i of the squad who had been gorging
the ball in their possession. Yet there There is no official better able to ob
serve it. From his position on the
on the charging machine, which is themselves on brick ice cream. Ice
' have been football games played where
side line, he is better qualified than
practice closely related to the scrim cream is recommended in all training
_______
I it is more than probable that a crafty
the umpire to tell whether the for
mage. There has been a good deal of j rules but the late hours, and the oth i
and calculating captain would have
work intended to put speed into erwise severe physical strain, not I Rest Between Quarters Cut Down to been quite willing to see the ball get wards are where they should b e .'
In the first half of the game, the
kicking plays and in handling punts. to mention the demoralizing effect
out of his possession for a few m o
attendant on this party were enough j One Minute— Substitutes Must Stay ments to have later the benefit o f the linesman and his assistants mark the
Tough Workouts.
distance gained or lost on one side of
to make any trainer weep.
on Bench Hereafter.
wind and the co-operation of a good
On Monday night the squad ex
the field and in the second half, cross
punter.
perienced the toughest workout o f
to
the opposite side of the field and
“Put” Stone, who has been making
Backs of the attacking side must re
the season. After an hour and a half I a good bid for the quarter back job,
mark the distance along that side line.
member
that
when
they
are
on
the
I
When
a
football
game
was
divided
of preliminary and signal work t h e ; is now swinging himself around to
—Anaconda Standard.
two teams, the erstwhile Varsity and i classes on a pair of wooden legs. He j into quarters, by the subdivision of the line, or within a foot of the line they
scrubs, lined up. The Varsity was I has had a game knee for some years j halves, it struck more than one of the j must face the opposing team as do the
MINERS WILL NOT PLAY.
forwards. In other words, there can
given the ball, which they succeeded and on last Saturday in a scrimmage
in getting over the line after a lot of it went on its annual blowout. George football students as if the ru’ e were be no face about attitude by which the
The School of Mines has cancelled all
more
of
a
burden
to
the
players
than
back endeavors to make it appear that
loose and clumsy playing. Then the j is coming fine now and promises to
a relief. I never could tell the exact the ball is to come to him when the dates for games and given up the idea
scrubs hammered it over the opiposite be back in togs in a week.
of putting a team in the fie'd this fall.
idea of the instal'ation of the periods play will really be made through other
line. The weak points exposed were
The reason given is the lack o f suit
of rest, other than that they, were I positions or around an end.
the failure o f the backs to hit the
W e have heard that some gentle- j thrown in by one o'f the charitable and • Time is to be taken out of the game able material. Last fall the Miners
holes made for them and the inability I man in the city expressed the wish
were strong and in other fal’s have al
of the opposing line to stop bucks I to see two teams from the university j humane souls who revised the football when the ball goes out o f bounds or ways given the Varsity and the A g
code on the ground that the players I when a penalty is inflicted. This is
against them.
|go through a little scrimmage on the needed time in which to recuperate |as it should be. So long as the time gies a good run fo r the championship,
avenue tonight when a signal exhibi- I after the exertion of 15 minutes of I e’ ement enters so largely into football carrying off the belt four years ago.
Stars Showing Up.
Whether the abandonment of the game
The scrimmage work has shown i tion is to be given. Figure it out for play.
the actual time of the game should be is only temporary or for good has not
up the quality of the men as nothing yourselves. If the football field is
made to conform as nearly as possible -been learned.
In
any
event
the
experiment
was
else can. Several new men are no>v nice and firm, would those bricks made. Then one really cold afternoon to actual football on the field. That
known quantities and their perform feel like an ostermoor?
was quite sufficient to demonstrate is, the plays should be the test of time
BUSINESS.
ances have heightened the general
consumption, and not the infliction of
The moulder of sporting opinion at how unnecessary it was. The players
good feeling on the field. Shaw, who
were compered to stand around shiv the penalties or the hazards of the
Jakey:
“Father,
a shentleman’s haf
the
Agricultural
college
is
running
a
made a sensation with his kicking
ering in their blankets and were more contest which count nothing either one
when he first came on the field, gets ! good live column which should do likely to become ill from exposure than way or the other. When the ball goes fallen troo de coal-h ole!”
Isaac:
“ Clap de cover ofer him,
his punts away well although a little ! much towards working spirit into if they had not been compelled to take out of bounds, for instance, it is sim
keervick, mein sohn, vile I runs for a
slow and is proving to be a hard line their team and the students. It is a an enforced rest.
ply an absence o f play, fo r neither the policemans. Ve must arrest him for
safe
bet
that
the
game
in
Bozeman
smasher. Smead at half is showing
The intermission between the first opposing nor the attacking side is con tryin’ to steal the coals, or he’ll sue
lots of fight and gets into every play on October 19 will be one o f the best
cerned in the least except to get the us for tammages.—Exchange.
hard. He is good at carrying the J in state history. Keep her tooting and second quarters and that between ball properly within the gridiron.
the third and fourth quarters has been
ball, picking his holes well and run- j scribe.
Keep Off Side Lines.
The Bureau of Printing, 137 E. Main
reduced to one minute this year. It
ning fast and hard. Deschamps, the
While the turnouts of spectators at is enough. All that the players need | The side line privileges for players street. Poth phones, 645.
speedy little back of the 1910 champ
have
been
curtailed.
Only
one
man
of
practice
lately
have
been
good
as
is time to run from one side of the
ions, is getting away good and will be i
either team may be allowed to walk
up to his old standard as the season far 'as numbers go, they are not what field to the other and assume their po up and down the line during the game.
progresses. Weidman played a fight- j they should be in personnel. That is sitions. That prevents them from be That is enough. The place for the
Agents for
ing defensive game at end and Dorn- i there are far more townspeople in the coming chilled and continues the game substitutes is on the bench and not
blaser and Klebe, the famous Dutch i stands than students. Does this mean with the men in the -best of condition J on the side line.
that people in the city take a greater to follow it to the finish.
Stall
&
Dean Sporting
duo. have started off in fine shape.
There is no longer a field judge. The |
interest in the making of the team
Go to Nearest Official.
Former Star Leaves.
penalties in the game have been re
than do the students. These people
Goods
It will not be necessary this year for! duced and the work of the other o ffi
Vealey, all-Montana end of three come out from town and are glad of
years ago, has left school. He has a the chance while the students, who a substitute player to run a ’ l over the i cials made simpler. As a matter of I •
do not field to find a particular official to I fact, the game for the last two years
position in the forest service that are right on the campus,
looked more tempting to Bill than seem to be willing to go a couple of whom to report. The moment that the [ had run wild with officials. Four were
study. Bill was good and husky after I hundred yards. Think it over and substitute is assigned to duty he may too many. The smaller colleges com 
his summer’s work and would have I lets see the stands filled with college race to the nearest official, and it is j plained that they were made to pay
Artistic Photographing
the duty of the latter to stop the game too much to get their games properly
been a pillar in his position. Stone,' men and women.
NEXT TO BRIDGE

W O R K IN G M EN

HARD LATELY

|a candidate for quarterback, crumpj led up on Saturday with a weak knee
|and has been on crutches since. BorI land too received a bad bruise and
I twist on his arm and has been out
for a week. These are the only two j
men who have been injured. Both
will be out again soon.

ENTRE “ZOOK.”

{B R U IN S

ON SATU RD AY

On The Lime Lines

|C H A N G E R U LES
OF THE GAM E

HEIMBACH’S

Missoula A rt Co.

Missoula Laundry Co.
w . CONWAY
Agent for University Students

J. D. Row land
Jeweler and Optician
Repairing a Specialty
114 EAST MAIN STREET
Missoula,
Montana

|The M odel Laundry
M. NESBIT
Agent for University Students.

| T h e Fashion Club
Cleaners, Dyers and Tailors
AN OLD TEAM ON MONTANA FIELD.

KENNETH WOLFE, Student Agent
525 S. Higgins Avenue
Both Phones.
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W IN N E R G O E S
T O EN G LAN D
Rhodes Scholarship Examinations to

Bring Y our

Friends

For —

Ice Cream, Candy, and Soda
Fountain Drinks to

be Given This Month— No Candi
date in This State Yet.

UR chief purpose is
to give you young

O

men the

b e s t
clothes in
the world for
$ 1 2 to $ 2 5
— and at every price in
between. We have a
wonderful stock to show
you; an amazing display
of new styles. The work
manship will measure up
to your ideals; the mate
rials are of that sort that
please and serve, they’re

All unknown to most of the students
of the university, the time for the
Rhodes scholarship examinations is
close at hand. This contest, perhaps
the one of greatest importance, edu
cationally, in the world today, is to
be held on October 15 and 16. This
is the date set by the Rhodes Scholar
ship commission and on these days
examinations will be held in nearly
every state in the union.

THE NONPAREIL CONFECTIONERY
The Largest and Best Place in Tow n

T h e Missoulian
Offers specially attractive inducements to those,

persons who are fastidious in their demands for
Aber in Charge.
Professor A'ber is in charge of the
artistic work in printing. Student societies and
examinations in Montana and will, in
fraternities whose needs in the line of printing
all probability, hold the sessions in
one of the university buildings. One
are exacting will find in The Missoulian print
scholarship is assigned to the state
shop exactly what they require. The men who
of Montana. The contestant receiving
the highest average will be recom
make Missoulian printing are artists in their line;
mended but that does not end the
to them printing is more than the mere sticking
contest. Aside from showing a good
mental ability each contestant must
of type and obtaining an impression from it. They
also show some social attainments and
understand the real art of printing. This is why
R . B . Fashion Clothes
some athletic prowess.
The Rhodes scholarship is the most
Missoulian printing is pleasing to those who in
Society Clothes
valuable one which has ever been
sist upon having fine work. To the student who
given by any one man. It provides
N ational Students
that one representative from each
has individual needs in this direction The Missou
state in the United States be given
Clothes
lian shop is inviting. Combined with the artstic
$1,500 a year for three years, during
which time he is in attendance at the
SUITS AND OVERCOATS.
skill of its workmen, this shop prides itself upon
University of Oxford. This scholar
Don’t neglect to see our new
the care used in the selection of material. We
ship
is
awarded
every
second
year.
line of Sweaters—any style, any
No Entries Yet.
ask consideration when any printing work is proj
color, any weight, any price—
So far there have not been many
up to $12.
ected. We are sure that we can please you.
applications made to take the exam
ination. Any one who desires to com 
isso u la
em tn tile
pete for this prize should see profes
m
sor Aber at once and arrange with
him to enter the contest.
Montana has sent to the University
West Main Street, Missoula.
of Oxford only two students. These
were George Barnes and James
Thomas. Both of these young men
while in England acquitted themselves
creditabily and reflected credit on the the shortest match of the five. Dar
state which sent them.
row was given a great ovation by the
Freshmen after Referee Teevan had Picture Frames and Kodak
Conditions.
every member pledges herself to ac
The conditions for eligibility are patted him on the back to declare him
quire and disseminate as much in that the student must be a citizen of the winner.
Finishing
The Tug.
formation as possible on the methods the United States of five years’ resi
o f manufacture o f the things she dence, between nineteen and twentyDespite the fact that the Freshmen
Higgins Block
buys. It must become a matter of five years of age, and unmarried. He had now won a decisive victory over
public opinion.
must have completed at least two the Sophomores the entries for the
I years at a recognized degree-grant- tug-of-w ar were called. It was the W ILL SU C C E E D T O
Rules of League.
i ing college or university. The com- plan of the committee in charge of
It is worse to be ignorant of social j mittee o f selection will choose from the fight to pull o ff all of the sched
DR. B O O K S C H A IR
questions than o f spelling. That it is among those who pass the qualifying uled events whether the last ones
___________
part of a crime to shop after five I examination the one who seems best were needed to decide the winners or I
o’clock, or on Saturday afternoons, or fitted in regard to literary and schol not. The Freshmen had a clean slate
(Continued from Page 1.)
a
week
before Christmas.
The astic attainments, fondness for and and they were Jubilant. The Sopho
branches of the league organized at success in outdoor sports, social at mores were disconsolate and went to
■
the
leading
directory of Its kind in
the most important colleges and in tainments, and moral force of char the slough with the determination of
many cities where the league is es acter.
pulling the Freshmen into the drink. j the country. He has had broad ex
tablished pledge themselves as indi
Outweighed, and outpulled during perience as a teacher and comes here
The probable time for examinations
viduals to these simple rules.
the early part of the tug, 'but not out- j highly recommended by all who have
|follows:
The organization at the university I Tuesday. October 15, 9 a. m. to 11 gamed, the Sophomores worked hard I been associated with him.
o f Montana is to be affiliated this j a. m.—Translation from Latin into for their victory. Both sides had j Dr. Thaddeus Lincoln Bolton was
year with the National league. An |English.
Port Arthur defenses fixed up. They |born in Sonora, 111., on July 27, 1865.
educational and informative campaign
had holes deep enough to bury horses j He took his A. B. degree at the Uni
1 p. m. to 3 p. m.—Latin prose.
is to be conducted throughout the
in. They had these 'barricaded with versity o f Michigan with the class of
4 p. m. to 6 p. m.—Arithmetic.
year, and close touch maintained with
Wednesday, October 16, 9 a. m. to gas pipe driven into the ground and I 1889 and his Ph. D. degree at Harvard
other branches of the league.
11 a. m.—Translation from Greek into with planks. It was a physical im I in 1894. After his graduation he was
possibility for either side to move j a teacher in the state normal school
IEnglish.
Will Give Tea.
| 1 p. m. to 2 p. m.—Latin Grammer. the other an inch. The only thing to at Worcester, Mass., leaving there in
On Thursday, October 3, the mem
do was to wait until one side or the 11896 to teach in San Jose college in
bers o f the league will give a tea in
other had worn their nerves to tat
the parlors of Craig hall. Several j without apparent advantage to either tered edges and physically unable to California, where he remained for a
short addresses will give a more' de ! one. Higgins finally got Gwinn to fight any longer went into the water. year. He went then to the University
tailed account of the works and aims the ground and flopped him over on The torture lasted an hour and forty I of Washington, where he was profesj sor of philosophy and education in
of the league and the necessity for I his back.
j minutes.
1897 and 1898. From 1899 to 1904 he
women’s co-operation in this national ! Branger and Gilchrist put up one
Freshmen
Start
Strong.
|
of
the
prettiest
matches
of
the
day.
I was assistant professor of psychology
movement.
During the early part of the tug the |at the University o f Nebraska, occuAll the ladies of the faculty and the j Gilchrist'Showed great strength in his
wrestling but his opponent had more Freshmen outpulled their opponents. j pying the chair there from 1904 until
university are invited to be present.
|science. Nevertheless it took the They took the surplus rope from them |1910. In that year he left to assume
j Freshman 8 minutes and 20 seconds inch by inch. At the end of fortv- j the. position of director o f the Tempe
I of hard work to get Gilchrist on his five minutes the Sophomores rallied |Training school at Tempe, Ariz. He
BATTLE IS W ON BY
back. A great noise followed the re- and took the advantage from the
of the match. By winning three Freshmen. From that point it was I had just resigned his position there
THE FIRST YEAR MEN ' suit
out of the five falls the Freshmen but a matter of endurance. Every I when the University of Montana in
had won the event. The winning of one knew that the Freshmen were duced him to accept the chair here.
this event gave them victory, for no going in. The youngsters, however,
(Continued from Page 1.)
GIFT FOR LIBRARY.
matter what the results following, the clung to their holes like wounded
Freshmen had technically conquered woodchucks.
As the Sophomores
"moose.” He came from the Sopho and humbled their rivals.
took
them
to
the
brink
hole
bv
hole
| Mr. Sidney Inch has generously domore camp with a smile on his face.
Shea, wrestling for the Sophomores,
This was gone 30 seconds later when put up the prettiest fight of the day they fought as they had never fought I nated to the library the bound vol
he returned to his fellows after the against Tabor. Shea was outweighed before. They contested each hole as umes of the Electrical World frdfai
big moose o f the Freshman class had but he fought like a demon. He broke I long as they could, only abandoning 1905 to 1912. The university author
ities are always very grateful for
flopped him. "Moose” went after all the holds Tabor got on him. First I each one to go into the one below.
Bowman in the approved moose style. it was Tabor on the ground and then I “Moose” Griffiths was the first man such presents as these.
|
to
take
to
the
water.
He
fell
off
the
He shook hands strenuously and he it was Shea. Neither was able to
wrestled more strenuously. Thirty roll the other over on his back. At bank into the water with a resoundARD OF THANKS.
I ing splash and was auickly followed
seconds tells the story better.
the end of 9 and one-half minutes of by his teammates and their coach,
The Freshmen had planned to hoist j hard conflict Tabor finally
For the many expressions of sympinned
all their victors to an exalted posi I The last match furnished a great ! Streit, and several sympathizers.
I pathy and respect over the loss of
tion on the shoulders o f the mob. ; big surprise for the crowd. The | The men who pulled were Griffiths. our son, Robert, from the friends of
Curran,
Higgins.
Shroeder.
Janeck.
They had some trouble in getting |Sophomores had saved Young, one of
the university, we desire to extend
“Moose” up but they finally succeeded I their biggest men, for the last match. Darrow. Tabor. Pinckney, Chug, and our heartfelt thanks. Your kindly
O’Neil for the Freshmen and Bowman.
and "Moose” surveyed the crowd with
acts and words will never be forgot
Against
him
the
Freshmen
sent
Har
I
Allen,
Gilchrist.
Nesbit.
Gwinn.
Ckra Mellins Food grin spreading over
row, a lithe lanky fellow. Apparently I pino, Stanley, Young, Ade. and W olfe ten and have afforded us comfort at
his face.
it was to be a walk away for Young. for the Sophomores. Forbes was the a time when most needed and appre
Good Fights.
It was the other way, however. Dar- official Sophomore coach, while Street ciated by his grateful parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. A. Cary.
The second match was one of the row had the walk away. Young made officiated for the ’ 16 team.
best one of the series. Higgins was j a fierce lunge at Darrow and got him
This regulated fight ends all class
sent out by the Freshmen to throw ' by the neck. Darrow twisted around, I hostilities for the year. The spirit
Burning the candle at both ends is
Gwinn. Both were fighters and they j got a hard hold on Young and j was the best shown at any class fight one way of making both ends meet.—
mixed around for several minutes flopped him in 20 seconds. This was in recent years.
Woman’s Home Companion.
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WOMEN REORANGIZE
CONSUMERS LEAGUE
On Thursday, September 27, a large
majority’ of the women of the univer
sity met to reorganize the consumer’s
league! and to outline plans for the
year’s work.
Officers Elected.
Miss Stella Duncan was elected
president, Gladine Lewis, vice presi
dent; Cornelia McFarland, secretary,
and Gladys Hayward, treasurer. It
was decided to hold meetings the first
Thursday of each month, and to se
cure for these meetings speakers who
have been active in the work and can
give new ideas of the meaning of the
league, and information in regard to
its workings. These meetings should
be well attended by the women
students and the wives of the faculty.
Purpose of League.
Modern civilization presses morfe
heavily upon women than upon men
and it is from more fortunate women
that relief must come. It is believed
that the movement should be strong
est from the centers o f learning. If
the higher education does not en
large and perfect the sisterhood of
women it is a failure.
Sentimental
sympathy for the working girl has
long been fashionable;
that isn’t
enough. It has served its purpose
in revealing the conditions under
which modern industry is conducted
but it is time for us to go a step
farther and do something. The ap
peal is addressed to women because
women are the ultimate consumers;
they buy, not alone for themselves,
but for men and children, too, and
consumption is the basis of produc
tion. If the consumer demands goods
produced ‘ under healthful conditions,
unwholesome conditions will cease to
be. But it takes more than one
woman or a city full of women to
make an effective demand. A nation
of women must do it. This is the
object of the Consumer’s league; to
make it “good business” for a manu
facturer to provide wholesome sur
roundings for his employees. The
trades unions cannot do it; for much
of the worst abuse is the "sweat
shop” work, where organization is
practically impossible. To discover
which factories are free from this
evil, the Consumer’s league devised a
label to be placed on garments not
covered by a union label. The woman
who insists upon clothing thus labeled
is doing a great part of the work for
relief of overworked and underpaid
toilers.
To Educate Buyers.
The league is striving to educate the
women, of the world to a sense o f res
ponsibility in buying; for this purpose
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